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Abstract

Distributed stream filtering is a mechanism for implementing a new class of real-time applications with distributed processing requirements. These applications require scalable architectures to support the efficient processing and multiplexing of large volumes of continuously generated data.

This paper provides an overview of a stream-oriented model for database query processing and presents a supporting implementation. To facilitate distributed stream filtering, we introduce several new query processing operations, including pipelined filtering that efficiently joins and eliminates duplicates from database streams and a new join method, the progressive join, that joins streams of tuples. Finally, recognizing that the stream-oriented model results in performance tradeoffs that differ significantly from those in traditional databases, we present a new query optimization strategy specifically designed for stream-oriented databases.

1. Introduction

A database is traditionally viewed as a set of data stored at one or more locations. The database is passive, responding to specific queries and updates invoked by the environment. Distributed databases provide the same functionality as the traditional centralized database, but use replication to provide greater reliability and availability without sacrificing database consistency.

A class of distributed database applications has emerged that utilize databases, but these databases are not stored; rather, they are generated streams of data. These applications, which we call High Volume Data Stream (HVDS) applications, include real-time stock market analysis systems, next generation weather processing systems[17], wire and news services that generate large volumes of information[14], satellite imaging systems and multimedia database applications[1][7].

A particular example of a HVDS application is the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) currently being developed by the National Weather Service[17]. One of the major goals of AWIPS is to provide more timely weather forecasts and warnings. To accomplish this goal, each AWIPS site will use models specific to its location to provide real-time local analysis and forecasting based on the data received from both nearby and distant data sources. AWIPS will consist of over one-hundred information processing sites that are capable of receiving and processing real-time and frequently updated climate data from doppler radars, satellites, surface weather observing stations, and a variety of other data sources. Each of these sources may, in turn, consist of up to several hundred installations that collect and transmit data.

The distinguishing characteristics of a HVDS application are:

- large volumes of continuously updated data from multiple sources,
- multiple recipients of data subsets,
- distributed data processing requirements, and
- higher importance placed on recency of data than database consistency.

For some applications, receiving the newest data possible is more important than receiving a consistent picture of a database at any one moment in time. In the case of a stock market analysis system, knowledge of specific events occurring (e.g. a change in a stock price) may take precedence over knowledge of the prices for all stocks at a moment in time.

Additionally, HVDS applications will often be used on networks with very high communication speeds at the center and much lower speeds at the edges. With the deployment of gigabit speed networks in the next few years, communication costs are expected to fall dramatically at the backbone of networks[2][20][21], yet network speeds at the edges of networks are not expected to increase significantly[13]. Therefore, large amounts of data can be sent across the
high-speed portion of the network, but the quantity of data must be reduced significantly before it is sent to the edges of the network.

This paper introduces Distributed Stream Filtering (DSF) as a mechanism for implementing HVDS applications taking advantage of gigabit speed networks, while recognizing the limitations on bandwidth at the edges of the network.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work both inside and outside of the database field. Section 3 explains and justifies the major assumptions made in this paper. Sections 4 and 5 introduce the DSF model and the underlying system. Section 6 discusses implementation of this system for relational databases. Section 7 introduces a new query optimization strategy tailored for DSF. Section 8 discusses other possible applications of DSF. Finally, Section 9 describes the status of our DSF implementation.

2. Related Work

Distributed stream filtering builds upon work in traditional database systems[22], and relational databases[3][4], but is most directly related to distributed databases[18], event filtering[15][16][19][25], and active databases[8][23][24]. In this section we cover the relevant work in these areas and outline the properties of DSF that differentiate it from conventional techniques.

A distributed database[18] is a collection of logically connected databases distributed throughout a network. There are several advantages of distributed databases over centralizes databases. Distributed databases allow greater local access to and control over data because each locality can store the fragment of a database that it commonly uses. Distributed databases also provide greater fault tolerance as each site across which the database is fragmented is independent. Finally, a distributed database provides greater scalability as the distributed database management system can use resources distributed throughout the network, reducing the resource demands at any one location.

Much of the research relevant to distributed stream filtering is in the area of event filtering[15][16][19][25]. An event is a significant occurrence in a system. Examples of events include buffer overflows in a network, a change in the core temperature of a nuclear reactor and a change in a stock price. Event filtering is concerned with the automated handling of such events. An overview of event filtering is provided in [19]. Below we briefly discuss the major work in this area.

Packet filters[15][16][25], one form of event filtering, were developed to support event demultiplexing of network packets. A packet filter resides on the users system and filters incoming network packets based on protocol as they pass through the network interface of an operating system kernel[25]. Recent packet filters, such as the Mach Packet Filter[25], allow composition of multiple filters to reduce the demultiplexing overhead.

Active databases[8][23][24] grew out of database constraints which are used to specify that a database guarantees certain properties, such as specifying that all keys are unique. Active databases generalize and extend constraints through the use of triggers. A trigger is a mechanism that is invoked in response to specified events. Examples of events in active databases include the deletion of data, surpassing a database size limit and insertion of a value of a specified size. When an event occurs, an action is triggered which could be as simple as creating a log entry or as complicated as performing a predefined computation and multicasting the result to various users. Therefore, an active database is a conventional database with added functionality.

In traditional query processing, users submit queries to a specific database (which could be distributed across the network) and the database system processes the query and returns the result as depicted in Figure 1. To provide greater availability, the database can be mirrored at a number of sites that process queries. However, if the database is frequently updated, each mirror must be updated, and the updates must be carefully synchronized, or multiple copies must be stored to guarantee that only a consistent database is queried (as opposed to a partially updated database). Additionally, this approach does not take advantage of commonality in user queries. Rather, the answer to a query must be recomputed for each user that poses the same query. Finally, this approach does not scale well with increasing query frequency. In time-critical applications, users may require information from multiple databases every second or fraction of a second.

Event filtering has begun to provide the active behavior that is necessary for real-time applications. However, current event filtering mechanisms are intended to provide destination filtering, in the case of packet filters, and local filtering at a particular database, in the case of active databases. Current event filtering mechanisms are not suited for filtering data that is distributed throughout a network.

3. Assumptions

In this paper we make several assumptions about the feasibility of DSF. This section introduces the existence of mechanisms that justify these assumptions. Specifically, we assume the existence of:
A module based programming environment in which components can be added and removed dynamically,

- high bandwidth low latency end-to-end communication within the "core" of the network and,

- scalable reliable multicast.

The first assumption is necessary to be able to dynamically add and remove filter modules in response to new user queries and the termination of existing user queries. One such programming model is The Programmers' Playground [9][10][11][12].

Playground is a software library and run-time system that supports a simple programming model for distributed applications. The model, called I/O abstraction, provides a separation of computation from communication that is well-suited for end-user construction of customized distributed applications from computational building blocks. Playground users do not need to write any source code to establish communication between the modules of a distributed application, nor do they need to understand the details of how communication occurs.

In the I/O abstraction model, each module in a distributed system has a presentation containing published variables that may be externally observed and/or manipulated. Modules are written in a standard programming language (e.g., C++) using the Playground library. The Playground library provides a set of publishable data types. These include base types (e.g., integer, real, string), aggregate types (e.g., arrays, mappings), and tuples. Programmers may arbitrarily nest these types to form new publishable data types and new publishable aggregates.

A distributed application consists of a collection of independent modules and a configuration of logical connections among the published variables in the module data boundaries. Whenever a module updates one of its own published data items, the new value is implicitly communicated to all connected variables in other modules. Input is observed passively, or handled by reactive control within a module. The details of how the communication is handled are hidden from the implementor and users of the module. This simplifies module construction and gives the run-time system flexibility in optimizing communication. The configuration of connections is determined dynamically at run-time, rather than statically at compile time. This gives users the flexibility to add new components or relationships to their applications dynamically.

The second and third assumptions regarding communications mechanisms are necessary to stream data over the network at a high rate in a DSF system. To provide these communications mechanisms, we are currently implementing a high performance version of the Programmers' Playground that takes advantage of a new Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Port Interconnect Controller (APIC)[5] and a new gigabit ATM switch that supports scalable reliable multicast[2][20][21]. The APIC chip will allow us to achieve application-to-application communication performance approaching raw network data rates by avoiding operating system and protocol stack overhead. Data written to the presentation by the sending module is picked up from memory by the APIC and sent out directly over an ATM virtual circuit. The APIC at the receiving end places the incoming data directly into the address space of the destination module. Protection is set up in advance by the operating system and enforced by the APIC hardware. This mechanism, in conjunction with support for reliable multicast, will enable efficient realization of the distributed stream filtering mechanism presented in this paper as support for HVDS applications.

4. The Distributed Stream Filtering Model

In the distributed stream filtering model, we view a database as a generated stream of data, as opposed to a passive data store. Datebases are streamed out over the network and pushed through filters that process data to answer end-user queries. The end-user does not query a central facility for a "one-time" response, but instead connects to the stream of data that is the continually updated response to the query.

Figure 2 shows the basic components of a DSF system. A typical system includes multiple data sources, a filtering system composed of many filters distributed throughout the network, and multiple users of the fil-
tered data. Filters can be dynamically added and removed as new queries are initiated and existing queries are terminated. A DSF system provides much greater scalability because central locations are not overwhelmed with queries. Rather, the load can be distributed throughout the system based on available resources.

![Distributed stream filtering model](image)

Figure 2: Distributed stream filtering model

Another major advantage of the DSF model is that it supports the reuse of query and subquery results. For example, in a stock market analysis system, it is likely that many users will request information about the most active stocks on a given day. This information can be computed once and multicast to all users who request it instead of being computed separately for each user. Similarly, common subqueries can be computed once and multicast to other filters that perform additional computations.

5. Overview of the DSF System

In a distributed stream filtering system, data is streamed from the data source(s) and filtered at one or more levels and locations to answer queries. At the heart of the DSF system are control modules that manage and control access to a subset of filters. Each control module maintains a list of all resources to which it has access. Examples of resources include a dynamically changing collection of filters and data sources.

The user submits a query to an assigned control module, which may or may not be local. The user expects a stream representing the answer to the query in return. It is then the job of the control module to find the resources specified in the query and configure a set of filters to answer the query if it is not already being answered.

To answer queries, control modules must locate non-local resources in the system. To facilitate this, we build on top of the distributed stream filter mechanism itself. Each control module streams out a list of the resources it "knows about." Control modules can be configured in a hierarchy so that all resource information filters up to the top of the hierarchy. In this way, the list of resources streamed out from the module at the top of the hierarchy will contain all available resources in the system. Having each control module stream out a list of available resources provides much greater scalability than the alternative of using remote procedure calls (RPCs) to locate resources as each control module can multicast this information to an arbitrary number of locations. The solid grey arrows in Figure 3 denote this stream of data.

Unlike filter modules, control modules are statically placed throughout the network. They are located at each data source and wherever databases could be joined or merged in order to provide access to both databases and combined databases. Placement of control modules is not addressed in this paper, but we assume that they are strategically placed for availability and performance.

![A distributed stream filtering system](image)

Figure 3: A distributed stream filtering system

The main function of the control module is to arrange filters to process user queries. When a user submits a query (dashed line in Figure 3), a control module determines which parts of the query are already being answered from the data stream containing the list of available resources. It then optimizes the query (see below) taking into account which subquery results already exist. Finally, the user's control module makes
requests to the appropriate control modules to create
and connect new filters.

6. Implementing Filtering Operations for Relational Databases

Although filters for a DSF system could be written
to perform virtually any filtering operation, we focus
here on the filtering operations that implement the basic
operators on relational databases, since these filters can
be constructed automatically in response to a traditional
database query.

It is important to remember that the data to be fil-
tered is a continuous stream of tuples as opposed to a
snapshot of a database at a particular moment. For
instance, in many applications some tuples in a stream
may have been updated more recently than others, so
there is no notion of the database at any one moment in
time. Rather, the stream represents the most current
information available. Additionally, to preserve the
streamed nature of the database as it flows through fil-
ters, all operations are performed as each tuple passes
through a filter and little or no state information is
stored.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SELECT} & \quad A.W \\
\text{FROM} & \quad A, B, C \\
\text{WHERE} & \quad A.X > B.Y \\
\text{AND} & \quad A.X > C.Z
\end{align*}
\]

A (possibly naive) filter configuration to filter the
above query is presented in Figure 4.

6.1 Select (\(\sigma\))

As each tuple passes through a select filter, the se-
lect operation is performed on that tuple and the tuple is
output if it meets the select condition. Furthermore,
since we are calculating whether each tuple meets or
does not meet a given condition we can output those tu-
iples that don't meet the given condition as a separate
stream. In this way, we need not duplicate the work al-
ready performed to answer a query that requires the op-
posite select operation.

Performing a select on a tuple can be done in con-
stant time as it does not depend on the size of the data-
bases. In fact, for the select operation there is no concept
of a database of size N as the select is performed on a
stream of data that is considered infinite.

6.2 Project (\(\pi\))

Performing a project without duplicate elimination
on a tuple could also be done in constant time. Howev-
er, performing a project with duplicate elimination not
only has at minimum linear time complexity, but also
complicates our simple model. Until now we have as-
sumed that no data is stored in a filter. A filter simply
processes each tuple as it is received and sends the re-
sult on its way. But to perform duplicate elimination, a
filter must store state information, the database in this
case. We introduce two possible solutions to this prob-
lem below.

6.2.1 Time Stamping

One possible solution to the storage problem is to
time-stamp each tuple, in effect making each one
unique. Time-stamping allows the end-user to choose
the appropriate tuple when all other fields are identical.
However, time-stamping also increases the amount of
data that must be transmitted and may not provide the
desired semantics for a particular application.

6.2.2 Pipelined Filtering

Duplicate elimination can also be performed by us-
ing a method we call pipelined filtering. Pipelined fil-
tering involves sending the same database stream
through a sequence of one or more filters (a pipeline)
from both directions as shown in Figure 5. We are guar-
anteed that each tuple coming from the left side will

Figure 4: Example filter configuration

Consider the following Structured Query
Language (SQL) query:
pass each tuple coming from the right side. One stream is a reference stream, used only to detect duplicates. Duplicates are eliminated from the other stream, which is the result of projection with duplicate elimination upon completion. As tuples pass each other we can compare each pair and eliminate any duplicates.

![Diagram of pipeline filtering to perform duplicate elimination](image)

**Figure 5:** Using pipelined filtering to perform duplicate elimination

There are several minor issues that must be dealt with in order to perform pipelined filtering. Assume we are filtering a stream that contains the sequence of tuples: 1 2 3 4 5. We are guaranteed that each tuple passing through the pipeline from the left side will pass an identical tuple coming from the right side because the two streams are identical. The 5 coming from the left side will pass by the 5 coming from the right side, and so on. We do not want to eliminate these “duplicates” because they are not duplicates at all. To solve this problem, we can add an extra bit to each tuple in the reference stream as it enters the pipeline that stores a flag denoting whether it has passed a duplicate yet. The first time a tuple passes a duplicate, the flag in the reference stream tuple is set, the second time the tuple in the other stream is eliminated.

The second issue that must be resolved is that a database stream is continuous, and therefore has no beginning or end. However, we only want to eliminate duplicates in each instance of a database that passes by. The simple solution is to use a flag to logically separate different instances of a database.

The potential drawback to using pipelined filtering is that its storage requirements could be quite large. The pipeline must store up to two copies of a database and they must be stored in main memory as the I/O costs associated with external storage in a filter are prohibitive. For small databases, this would not be a problem, but, for very large databases, the amount of memory required may be unreasonable. The issue is the standard space-time tradeoff, where a gain in database stream throughput is achieved through additional memory units in the pipeline.

6.3 Join(⋈)

The join operation, like the project operation with duplicate elimination, requires state information about both databases involved in the join. However, storing and retrieving databases runs contrary to the motivation behind DSF. We introduce a new join method, the *progressive join*, as a stream-oriented join of two databases. The progressive join provides the following logical view of the joining of two data streams. Each tuple of one database, as it enters the join filter, is joined with the other database, and vice versa. In this way, we preserve the stream property of the database. Although not necessarily the most efficient implementation, at a logical level we can think of a join filter as containing instances of both databases that are being updated by the two database streams. As a tuple enters the filter, it is joined with each tuple from the other database that meets the join condition regardless of how recently it has been updated. For example, the first half of one database may have been updated more recently than the second half.

The major question that still remains concerns efficiency. It is necessary to access at least part of one database in order to join it with individual tuples from the other database. This seems to imply that one or both databases must be stored. We discuss two possible solutions to this problem.

6.3.1 Rapid Refresh Rates

One solution is to have one or both of the database streams to be joined refreshed at a very high rate. The join filter can then grab pieces of each stream and join those pieces. If the refresh rate is sufficiently fast, grabbing tuples from a stream can be considered analogous to performing a page fault to retrieve the information, but without external storage and the associated I/O costs.

![Diagram of multi-level join](image)

**Figure 6:** Multi-level join

There are several drawbacks to using rapid refresh rates. Possibly the greatest potential drawback is that
rapid refresh rates limit scalability. Consider a database that is joined with another database that is itself the result of a join operation as in Figure 7. The refresh rate of the second database is bounded by the speed at which its join is computed. It is easy to see that after a few levels of joins, the refresh rate would become intolerably slow. One way to increase the refresh rates of databases that are processor bound is through the use of strategically placed storage modules. A storage module would be placed after a join filter and would store a single copy of the database. The storage module could then repeatedly stream out the database at a faster rate than it was coming in from the join filter.

Another drawback to using rapid refresh rates is that it would not result in the join of two "consistent" databases. Rather, the join is performed on fragments of each database, some of which would be more recent than others. Therefore, tuples could be deleted or added in the middle of a join such that only parts of the joined database would contain these tuples. This "inconsistency" would not be a problem for some applications, but may be considered incorrect in others.

6.3.2 Pipelined Filtering

Pipelined filtering, which was introduced in the context of the project operation, can also be used to compute the join of two database streams. In the case of the join, two different data streams are sent into the pipeline from opposite directions and each tuple in one stream is compared to each tuple in the other stream as they pass each other. If the two tuples being compared satisfy the join condition, they are joined.

Pipelined filtering can also be used to eliminate duplicates resulting from joining two streams as was explained in the discussion of projects with duplicate elimination.

7. DSF Query Optimization

For distributed databases on wide area networks (WANs), the communication cost is traditionally assumed to be dominant when choosing a query optimization strategy. Therefore, most query processing algorithms for distributed database systems attempt to minimize the amount of data transmitted over the network[6][18]. This is accomplished, in part, by performing select and project operations first and possibly using semi-joins. However, this traditional approach to query optimizations turns out to be inappropriate for distributed stream filtering. This section explains why this is the case and outlines the cost factors involved in DSF.

While communication costs remain high over voice grade modems, new technological developments promise scalable 2.4 Gb/s ATM networks within the next few years[2][20][21]. This disparity in communication speeds creates an environment in which network bandwidth, for many applications, can be considered a low-cost resource at the ATM network backbone, but is still very costly at the edges of the network[13]. Figure 7 illustrates how a DSF system takes advantage of the disparity in network resources. Large amounts of data are streamed out over the ATM network and filtered at various levels. However, only much smaller amounts of data, approximating the answers to user queries are then sent to the user across lower speed connections.

Another important factor to consider when optimizing queries for use with DSF is that large efficiency gains can often be achieved by reusing subqueries that are already being filtered. To take advantage of query reuse, we propose a strategy in which filtering operations are performed in order of generality. Joins and unions should be performed first, followed by selects and projects.

Unfortunately, the filtering operations that are the most general are also the most expensive in terms of data transmitted and computation. So, for an individual query, this strategy may seem expensive. However, if we expect that many users will require information from a join, for example, then it is best to do this expensive work early, as close to the source possible, rather than repeating it for multiple, narrower views of the database. Performing general operations first also makes optimal use of network resources. High data rates near the source(s) facilitate streaming of large amounts of data. The data is then reduced as it nears lower speed networks. Therefore, it is necessary to take both factors into account when optimizing a query. The point to be...
made here is that in a DSF system it is not always optimal to reduce data by performing selects and projects before performing joins.

8. Other Applications of DSF

We have discussed the applicability of DSF for databases that are represented as streams. In this section, we examine other kinds of database applications that may benefit from distributed stream filtering.

8.1 Heavily Queried Databases

One possible alternative to querying stored databases is to stream these databases out. Databases that receive many similar queries would not have to recompute each query. Instead the query would be computed once and multicast to any number of users. Using a DSF system also distributes the processing burden throughout the network, alleviating the bottleneck at the database system.

8.2 Computationally Intensive Applications

Applications that have distributed computational needs will also benefit from using DSF. Multiple applications may require the use of a machine that is well suited to the particular problem (e.g., massively parallel machines) or a single application may require multiple distinct processing resources that are distributed throughout the network.

One such application is the TeleMed System under development at the Los Alamos National Laboratory[7]. TeleMed consists of distributed repositories of radiographic images and patient records and will allow physicians throughout the country to view radiographic data from their location. Of particular interest is the “query by example” feature that allows users to search image databases for images that match certain criteria. Images are matched based on signatures that are generated for each image and contain representative features of each image. The matching algorithm is inherently parallel as well as computationally intensive and, therefore, achieves significantly greater performance on a massively parallel computer. Many other operations in the TeleMed system do not require a massively parallel computer and can be performed on less expensive workstations. The choice of processing sites for each operation must be transparent to the user so the system must be able to distribute the processing of user queries throughout the network dynamically.

In Applications like TeleMed that require a variety of computing resources, filters in a DSF system can be located on machines that provide the necessary resources and data can then be streamed through the appropriate filters throughout the network to answer user queries. DSF also facilitates the dynamic placement and configuration of filters throughout the network, which greatly simplifies the development of applications with distributed processing needs.

8.3 Security Policy Enforcement

In database applications, different users may be authorized to access different portions of the database. In the case of patient records, certain doctors would have access to the personal data portion of a record (e.g. the patients name), and others may only have access to less personal portions of records.

DSF could be used to enforce security policies by producing different streams of data representing different levels of security. A stream that represented full access to database records could be routed through another filter which removed information that was not allowed by more stringent security policies and both streams could be sent to users based on their security level.

DSF would be especially useful when security policies are defined for data stored or produced at multiple locations (e.g. multiple corporate databases). DSF would relieve each individual database from enforcing security on its data and would serve as a distributed firewall for a database system.

9. Implementation Status

We are currently in the process of implementing a DSF system for relational databases that supports a subset of SQL. At this point, the underlying filtering modules have been completed and we are currently developing the control module infrastructure. When completed, the DSF system will run over a high-speed ATM network on machines using APIC chips. This will allow us to evaluate the performance of a DSF system in a high-speed communications environment.

This paper makes several limiting assumptions that should be addressed in future work. We have assumed that control modules in DSF system are statically placed at appropriate locations throughout the network. A more flexible and potentially more efficient system would permit the dynamic placement of control modules based on changing system resources and requirements. Finally, although we discuss a query optimization strategy in this paper, it would be helpful to develop an explicit cost model.
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